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Lava Island & 
the Villian’s Mother

T
here was once a very strange 

island made of volcanic rock, the 

rocks and sand moved about as 

if possessed by ghosts! Surrounding the 

island were mysterious pyramids floating 

in a liquid made up of microscopic shark 

fins. The sky was pink and filled with 

beautiful floating flowers but it was 

also home to giant swarms of termites. It 

would rain gravity balls that could knock 

a grown person to the ground!

 There were fields of blue roses 

with bright pink stems that seemed quite 

normal but in fact could jump! They had 

teeth inside their buds that would come 

out if you touched their fuzzy petals. If 

you could stand to squeeze them they 

produced a healing elixer. Among the 

jumping roses there lived fast moving 

giant rainbow Furry Serpents that shot 

venom from their eyes and ate ghosts.

 To get around this treacherous 

landscape there were hoverboards 

and hanggliders that emitted termite 

repellent. If people needed a quick ride 

they could grab hold of some pollen or 

flag down a flying car that had bat wings 

and a fish tail.

 Lava Dog called this place home. 

It was the size of an adult human and 

colored to camoflague itself in lava. It 

lived in a purple and red crystal cave and 



had a thirst for lava. If it were to drink 

water it would turn to stone. It could 

roll around very quickly (one mile 

every 1.3 seconds!) and worked hard to 

protect the island from villians that 

tried to sink it.

 One of Lava Dog’s friends was 

Gigantic Waffle who had two waffle 

heads with mega brains and orange 

zombie eyes. They lived in a treehouse 

toaster and were very persuasive. They 

were an endagered species and they 

made friends with Lava Dog because it 

promised to help keep them safe. 

 Lava Dog’s biggest nemesis was 

Baby Bamboo. They had black and 

white polka dot hands and wore a blue 

polka dot onesie with a fox on it. Baby 

Bamboo did a lot of traveling to their 

homes in Earth cities and had a special 

hide out on the island. Baby Bamboo 

only wore onesies to accommodate the 

jets that came out of their bottom. Their 

mother was taken by Lava Dog and they 

didn’t know where she was!

 Invisible Lava Rosa lived inside the 

volcano in a secret passage. They had 

lava hair, firey laser eyes, a red body with 

green legs, sharp nails, and leaves on 

their arms and hands. They had poison ivy 

touch and were friends with the jumping 

roses. They had been exhiled to the 

volcano and had been seeking revenge.

 One day Lava Dog and Gigantic 

Waffle were out patrolling the island and 

they stumbled upon Invisible Lava Rosa’a 

secret home just as Baby Bamboo was 

getting there.

 “Lava Dog, I miss my mom! Where 

did you take her?” yelled Baby Bamboo. 

 “I’ve been waiting for this day to 

come,” said Lava Dog.

 And just then...






